priate representation model of binary objects. In the existing facsimile system, a run-length representation of the When binary objects are browsed in a network environment, data transmission rate, progressive display capability, and view scanned data is used. This system has a nice data compresmodification under rotation, scaling, and/or translation (R/S/T) sion capability, but it cannot be used for progressive disare the major factors for selection of an appropriate representa-play. Also, it cannot generate a new view to reflect any tion model of binary objects. A new half-plane-based represen-R/S/T change. As far as progressive display capability is tation and display method for 2D binary objects is proposed. concerned, two types of object representation methods Within this modeling framework, a binary object approximated are commonly used: quadtree representation [1, 2, 3] and by a shape of a polygon can be represented as a collection transform coding [18] . These methods are different in their display of the binary object our method adopts the quadtree or a specified level of resolution is reached. The transform block subdivision to divide the object image into hierarchical levels of detail (or resolution). Our method determines the color coding methods apply a set of basis images, each with a of a quadtree node based on the (angle, intercept) representation different block structure ranging from a low spatial freparameters. It is shown that the representation parameters at quency to a high spatial frequency, to model the object. The the parent node are recursively related to those at the child progressive display is achieved through successive inverse nodes. This recursive relation is crucial for deriving the color transformations using an increasing number of transform of the nodes for progressive object display. Lemmas for the coefficients. Figure 1 shows the results of progressive disnode color determination for an object expressed in the form play of a 1-D binary object by the quadtree representation of half-planes, a convex polygon, or a concave polygon are method and the Walsh transform method. In the quadtree derived step by step. Our method is generally better than many representation method, the shape of a block with a uniform existing methods in terms of data transmission rate, progressive color (black or white) remains the same at the successive display capability, and view modification under R/S/T varialevels of resolution while the block shape and color (i.e., tions. Simulation results are provided to illustrate the perforgray level) in the Walsh transform method vary drastically mance of our method. © 1998 Academic Press at the first few levels of resolution and gradually settle down. Therefore, the Walsh transform coding method is not very effective for object browsing. There are some
changes and the method yields a larger display error, so
As will be seen, efficient data transmission should present no problem to our method. View change under R/S/T it is not suitable for these view change operations.
We shall propose a new method for modeling and pro-variations can be also handled gracefully. The remaining issue is the progressive display capability of the new gressively displaying the binary objects. The method will meet the above requirements related to data transmission method. It will be shown that the (angle, intercept) parameters for the parent node are recursively related to those rate, progressive display, and view change under R/S/T variation. It adopts the quadtree block subdivision scheme for the child nodes. This recursive relation is crucial for deriving the colors of the nodes for progressive display. to divide the image into coarse-to-fine levels of blocks, but it uses a half-plane-based representation model. The Lemmas for the node color determination are derived for objects expressed in the form of half planes, convex polyquadtree variants (e.g., line quadtree [4] , PM quadtree [5] , edge quadtree [6] , and template quadtree [7] ) may refer gon, and concave polygon step by step. Table 1 summarizes the comparison between the existing object modeling and to the line or edge features of the object, but they still use the region-based representation model and, therefore, face displaying methods and our method.
Samet and Taminen [10] presented a bintree representathe same problems as the standard quadtree method. Our method represents a binary object as a collection of convex tion of a binary object expressed in a CSG tree and applied their technique to the interference detection problem. or concave polygons. These polygons are further expressed in the union and/or intersection form for their constituent They gave four rules to decide the color (black, white, or gray) of each node in the bintree. Their method is found half planes. The angle and intercept (i.e., ordinates) of each half plane are the two attributes of our basic data elements. inadequate for progressive display use. Consider the binary object in Fig. 2a. Figures 2b-2d show the correct quadtree resolution are shown in Figs. 2e-2g. Here, the bintree display is converted to an equivalent quadtree display. The display results of the object for the first few resolution levels. However, the color of nodes derived from the Samet erroneous gray nodes produced by their method are due to the inadequacy of the four rules for node color determiand Taminen's method for the corresponding levels of nation. When the coloring result is output, the gray nodes First, we use the two parameters, angle and y-intercept (or simply intercept), to write the equation of the directed at each display level will be treated as black node. It will result in a larger display error. Also, the resultant tip of boundary line of the half-plane, which varies with respect to the different coordinate systems defined in the parent the displayed object is unnatural, which becomes a dangling part.
block and the four subblocks. Based on this representation scheme, the angle attribute of the half-plane HP with In the following, for a succinct presentation of the method, it is assumed that there is only a single binary respect to each subblock remains constant, but the intercept attribute with each image subblock is different. There object in a given image. However, in the simulations provided later in the experiment section, multiple objects and will exist a recursive relation between the intercept attribute of a parent block and that of a child subblock. Hence, objects with multiconnected regions are implemented.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 we can obtain the intercept attribute of a child subblock from its parent block throughout the progressive display. describes the binary object representation model and the color determination for progressive display of the primitive The information of angle and intercept of HP will be used in the node color determination to be described object, i.e., a half plane. Section 3 uses the intersection of half planes to represent a convex polygonal object. Rules below.
To represent each individual half-plane in the image are given to derive the final block color from the block colors individually determined for the constituent half array In any block S [q 1 , . . . , q i ], let the origin point (0, 0) be by its directed boundary line, whose direction is defined located at the upper left corner, let the x-axis be the horiso that the object lies on the right-hand side of the directed zontal axis whose positive direction is to the right, and let boundary line. The conventional quadtree block subdivithe y-axis be the vertical axis whose positive direction sion of the object image is used here for progressive display.
points downward, as depicted in Fig. 3b 
, and SH[q 1 , . . . , q iϪ1 , 3], be shown in Fig. 4 . Each coordination system has its own origin, x-axis, and y-axis. Also, However, in the subblock S [q 1 , . . . , q iϪ1 , 0], the equation assume that the scaling at the upper level i Ϫ 1 is one-half for the same line is given by of that at the lower level i. Let the coordinates of a point be (x, y) at level i Ϫ 1 and (xЈ, yЈ) at level i. Although the
). boundary line of the half-planar object remains fixed, it is described differently within the five blocks. We have the Through the coordinate transformation xЈ ϭ 2x; yЈ ϭ 2y, following properties: the boundary line equation in S [q 1 , . . . , q iϪ1 , 0] is also given by 
ITC(SH
With the above formula, we can refine the color of a gray block SH[q 1 , . . . , q iϪ1 ] as the four colors of the subblocks
of the gray block SH[q 1 , . . . , q iϪ1 ]. Assume the four corner points in each subblock coordinate system S [q 1 , . . . ,
are denoted as points (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1). Since the boundary line equation of half planar object is known, In general matrix notation, we have it can be determined whether a corner point is inside the half plane. Furthermore, it will be shown that at most two corner points (instead of four) are needed to determine the color of 
The progressive display of a half plane is to color the blocks from level to level. If a block has a white or black 1.5, the colors can be determined based on Lemma HP1-2: Similarly, the color determination rules which are stated below for other cases can be also derived:
color . Now we will describe the color determination rules for Any polygonal object can be expressed as an intersec-a convex polygonal object based on the block coloring tion-union form of half-planes. The interior of a convex results determined with respect to the individual constitpolygonal object always lies on the right-hand side of the uent half-planes. As shall be seen, not all constituent halfdirected boundary line of constituent half-planes (refer to planar objects need to be examined in order to determine Fig. 6 ). However, this is not the case for a concave polygo-the final color of the image subblocks. nal object (refer to Fig. 8) . Therefore, we need to classify
The relationship between the subblock and the halfthe polygon into two cases: convex and concave. We shall planar object can be only one of the following three possiconsider the convex polygon case first. A convex polygon bilities: (denoted as CV) can be expressed as the intersection of (1) 
FIG. 7.
Color determination results of the object in Fig. 6: (a) ( to its old coordinate system. The formula for ITC2 is slightly complicated in this case.
REPRESENTATION AND DISPLAY OF A
1) If S [q 1 , . . . , q i ] ʝ CV c ϭ ⌽, then color(SV c [q 1 , . . . ,(2)If color(SV c [q 1 , . . . , q i ]) ϭ gray (that is, S [q 1 , . . . , q i ] ʝ S[q 1 , . . . , q i ] ʝ real-boundary-of-CV c ϶ ⌽, real-boundary-of-CV c ϶ ⌽), then S [q 1 , . . . , q i ] CV c ,
DATA MODEL MODIFICATION UNDER (b) Scaling

ROTATION/SCALING/TRANSLATION VARIATIONS
If the object is undergoing a scaling change by a factor of k, then the two parameters associated with each constituent During browsing a binary object, it is often desirable half-plane are modified as to modify the object view with regard to a change in its (i) ANG2 ϭ ANG1 orientation, scale, or location. With our data representa-(ii) ITC2 ϭ ITC1 ϫ k. tion, these view modifications can be readily made in the following manners:
(c) Translation If the object is translated by a vector (x, y), then the two (a) Rotation Assume the object is rotated by a counterclock angle parameters associated with each constituent half-plane are modified as (refer to Fig. 10b ) around the origin of the coordinate system. Then the two   FIG. 11 . A hierarchical representation of a concave polygonal object.
FIG. 12.
The overall system block diagram.
(i) ANG2 ϭ ANG1 determination rules to obtain the progressive object display results. Then we compare the performance between our (ii) ITC2 ϭ ITC1 ϩ y ϩ x ϫ tan(ANG1).
method and the quadtree representation method under Any combination of the above rotation, scaling, and the scaling and rotation variations. There are mainly two translation can be implemented, too. Recall that the object ways of inputting a binary object. One is to use the CAD model always retains the real (not the truncated) values tool to create the boundary representation (BREP) file, a of the (angle, intercept) parameters of the half-planes at set of polygon edges, of the object, and the other is to use all levels of display resolution. Therefore, the display error the bit map of the object generated by a scanner. For will not be accumulated as the level of resolution goes the bit map input, the conventional techniques for object from top to bottom. boundary extraction and polygonal approximation must be applied first to obtain the boundary edges of the object.
After the boundary edges of the object are obtained, a
SIMULATION RESULTS
convex polygon decomposition method [9] is used to partiIn this section we shall first show the half-plane-based tion the object in a form of a general concave polygon into a union of convex subpolygons. Each subpolygon can be, representation of the binary objects and apply the color in turn, represented as an intersection of half-planes, as shown in Fig. 11 . The overall block diagram of our system is given in Fig. 12 . Three test objects, one business trademark, one mechanical part (wrench), and one sport event sign, are chosen to illustrate our method. They are shown in Fig. 13 . The trademark is a union of four convex polygons which are represented by 18 half-planes. The object model is given in Fig. 16a . The representation model of the wrench contains 11 convex polygons and 54 half-planes, and the sport event sign contains 12 convex polygons and 64 half-planes. The progressive displays of three binary objects for the first five levels of resolution are given in Figs. 14a-14c . The quadtree representation model is given in Fig. 15 . As the resolution level goes down, the display becomes finer and finer. This display mode with a changing level of detail is very useful for object browsing on the internet/intranet. Here, the color determination rules applied to each image block are based on Lemmas HP1-HP4 for the half-planes, Lemmas CV1-CV4 for the convex objects, and CC1-CC4 for the concave objects. The program is run on a Pentium-FIG. 14. The progressive displays of binary objects obtained by 90 PC under DOS 6.22. The language used is C. The memour method for the first five levels of resolution. ory space and computation time required for modeling and displaying these three objects are given in Table 2 .
Next, we examine the effects of scaling and rotation on the display error and object model when using both our method and the quadtree representation method. Figure   FIG. 15 . Part of the quadtree representation for the trade mark shown in Fig. 14a . On the other hand, when the binary object is rotated counterclockwise by an angle of 30Њ, the angle values of In our method the angle of all constituent half planes remain unchanged, while the intercept values of all constit-all constituent half planes used in our method are simply increased by 30Њ and the intercept values are aduent half planes are multiplied by a factor of 2. Figure 17b shows the enlarged display result obtained by our method. justed by a constant factor equal to ͕cos(ANG(SH[ ]))/ cos(ANG(SH[ ]) ϩ 30)͖. Figure 17c shows the display error of our method. Figure  17d shows the enlarged display result by the quadtree rep-
The display results and display errors are shown in Figs. 18a-18f. Again, the display by the quadtree representation resentation method, which is implemented by backward computation; namely, the block color of the enlarged dis-method is larger. Therefore, our method outperforms the quadtree representation method in terms of display error. play at level L is equal to the block color of the original quadtree display at level L-1, for L ϭ 1, 2, . . . . Figure 17e Besides, the data model modification under R/S/T variations is much easier in our method, since the data structure is the display error of the quadtree representation method. Figure 17f indicates that our method has a smaller display of our method remains the same, only the values of (angle, intercept) attributes are modified. In contrast, in the quaderror. This is due to the fact that our edge-based representation method has a higher accuracy in the object boundary tree representation method the quadtree data content generally changes dramatically when the object is subject to line information, compared to the quadtree representation method using a region-based representation.
R/S/T variations.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a half-plane-based data modeling method for the binary objects such as business trademarks, mechanical parts, and sport event signs. The two basic representation parameters, intercept and angle, used at the parent node are recursively related to those at the child nodes. This recursive relation is crucial for deriving the colors of the nodes for progressive object display. Lemmas for the node color determination are derived first for individual half-planes, then for convex polygons (as intersections of constituent half-planes), and finally for concave polygons (as unions of constituent convex subpolygons). Our modeling method is better than the quadtree representation method in terms of the memory space and data transmission time on the Internet/ intranet. Also, when the object is subject to R/S/T variations, our method outperforms the quadtree representation method in terms of the display error and ease in model modification. Simulation results are conducted to show the performance of our method. In the future we shall apply the results obtained in this paper to search for similar binary objects in a database. The objects in the database will be represented by our scheme. In this system the user may use a scanner to input his binary object and the system will convert the binary bitmap into the recursive representation form we proposed. A scheme for computing the similarity measure between the searched object and each reference object at various resolutions is under development.
